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Pulse Oil Corp.
Completes
Transactions
to Increase its
Interest at Bigoray
and Operations
Underway to Grow
Production and
Cashflow
Pulse Oil Corp.
(“Pulse” or
the “Company”) (TSX-V: PUL)
announces that Pulse has completed
its two transactions previously
reported on October 16, 2017 to
consolidate its interests in the Bigoray
area of Alberta, resulting in 100%
control of Pulse’s Bigoray operations.
The transactions secure Pulse’s
interest in two strategic Nisku oil pools,
providing substantial upside to Pulse
through the addition of new reserves,
restarting of existing behind-pipe
production and providing Pulse the
opportunity to implement a low-risk
Enhanced Oil Recovery (“EOR”)
project to increase recovery factors
of the petroleum initially in place
(“PIIP”) from approximately 35%
currently and potentially up to 80%.
Importantly to Pulse, years of
production on these Bigoray
discoveries and approximately 50
others in the near vicinity have
provided Pulse’s team significant

production history and confirmation
that these enhanced oil recovery
techniques work and have resulted
in an average recovery factor of 80%.
Operational Outlook: Restarting of
Existing Behind Pipe Production
to
Commence
Production
Growth
Plans
at
Bigoray
Pulse’s immediate plans to grow
production from well reactivations
at Bigoray are in place and can be
funded through current working
capital and cash flow. Prior to
Pulse’s agreement to consolidate
the Bigoray assets, Pulse and
its joint venture partner invested
approximately $450,000 in work to
prepare pipelines and facilities in
anticipation of restarting production.
With full control of the planning and
pace of operations, Pulse will start
to bring production from the Bigoray
area back online in November.
Drew Cadenhead, Pulse President
and COO commented, “Operationally
speaking, we are excited to take
control of these neglected assets
at Bigoray. Our first step will be
to immediately bring back on
production that was shut in 3 years
ago during historical low commodity
prices. As a proven low-cost operator
with no debt, Pulse’s team is ready
to implement the same operational
acumen we demonstrated in our
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previous successes – this is what
we do, capture strategic assets,
unlock the bigger picture upside and
increase value for shareholders. By
bringing on immediate cash flow from
the restarting of existing behind pipe
production, we can begin to fund our
EOR plan in the Nisku D and E pools,
a low-risk operation with tremendous
upside for a company our size.”
About
Pulse
Oil
Corp.
Pulse is a Canadian company
incorporated under the Business
Corporations Act (Alberta) and has
plans to become a leading oil and
gas company. Pulse will focus on
acquiring affordable, small to medium
sized proven oil and gas assets with
significant upside. The Company
plans to achieve further growth
through low-risk, technically diligent
drilling, infrastructure ownership
and reserve growth utilizing proven
enhanced oil recovery techniques
and implementation of technology.
Neither the TSX Venture Exchange,
Inc. nor its Regulation Service
Provider (as that term is defined
under the policies of the TSX
Venture Exchange) has in any
way passed upon the merits of
the Proposed Acquisition and
associated transactions and has
neither approved nor disapproved
of the contents of this press release.

READER
ADVISORY
This press release contains forwardlooking information. The words
“believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,”
“plan,” “intend,” “foresee,” “should,”
“would,” “could” or other similar
expressions are intended to identify
forward-looking statements, which
are generally not historical in nature.
These forward-looking statements
are based on management’s
current expectations and beliefs
concerning future developments
and their potential effect on the
Company based on information
currently available to management.
While management believes that
these forward-looking statements
are reasonable as and when made,
there can be no assurance that
future developments affecting us will
be those anticipated. Statements
in this press release containing
forward-looking information include
but are not limited to the completion
of the Bigoray enhanced oil recovery
project and the re-starting of shutin production at Bigoray. Forwardlooking information involves known
and unknown risks, uncertainties,
assumptions and other factors that
may cause actual results or events
to differ materially from those
anticipated in such forward-looking
information. Important factors that
could cause actual results to differ
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materially from those in the forward
looking statements include, but
are not limited to: the volatility of
commodity prices, product supply
and demand; competition; access
to and cost of capital; uncertainties
about estimates of reserves and
resource potential and the ability to
add proved reserves in the future; the
assumptions underlying production
forecasts; the quality of technical
data; environmental and weather
risks, including the possible impacts
of climate change; the ability to obtain
environmental and other permits
and the timing thereof; government
regulation or action; the costs and
results of drilling and operations; the
availability of equipment, services,
resources and personnel required to
complete the Company’s operating
activities; access to and availability
of transportation, processing and
refining facilities; acts of war or
terrorism; and general economic
conditions and other financial,
operational and legal risks and
uncertainties. The forward-looking
statements contained in this press
release are made as of the date
hereof and the Company undertakes
no obligations to update publicly
or revise any forward-looking
statements or information, whether
as a result of new information, future
events or otherwise, unless so
required by applicable securities laws.
SOURCE
Pulse
Oil
Corp.

Toronto Hydro is
warning customers
about multiple
scams
Toronto Hydro wants customers to
be aware of three separate scams
that are currently operating. They
involve text messages, emails
and threatening phone calls.
The most recent scam uses fake bills
— along with a personalized letter —
that are emailed to customers. The
scammers demand payment of $400
for a Smart Meter Deposit, which is
not a legitimate charge, or power
will be disconnected. Customers

have also been contacted by phone.
To help guard against becoming a
victim of this fraud, customers should
know their account number, and
if they’re suspicious of a bill, refer
to a past invoice for comparison.
Some of our business and residential
customers are also receiving emails
and/or text messages that appear
to be from Toronto Hydro, asking
them to accept an electronic transfer
(credit or refund) by clicking on a
link. We never send these types of
emails/text messages. We advise
customers not to click on any
links, as fraudsters are attempting
to access personal information.
We also want to remind customers
of an ongoing phone scam that’s
been operating for several years.
Customers have received calls from
phone numbers that look legitimate,
with fraudsters claiming to be
“Toronto Hydro Billing and Collection
Process.” These fraudsters demand
payment, usually in the form of a
pre-paid card. We never ask for this
type of payment and never threaten
to disconnect power immediately.
To protect themselves, our
customers should follow these tips:
Don’t provide any personal or
account information if contacted
by phone, email or text
Don’t make any type of payment
until you can confirm you’re
dealing with Toronto Hydro
Contact Toronto Hydro’s Customer
Care department at 416-542-8000
if you suspect any type of fraud
Report
suspicious
activity
to the Canadian Anti-Fraud
Centre at 1-888-495-8501 and
quote file number 844396.
Q
U
O
T
E
S
“We’re concerned about these
new scams, and we want our
customers to be protected from this
type of fraudulent behaviour. We
encourage them to call us directly
to report any suspicious activity.”
Tori
Gass,
Spokesperson,
Toronto
Hydro

ABOUT
TORONTO
HYDRO
Toronto Hydro owns and operates an
electricity distribution system, which
delivers electricity to approximately
765,000 customers located in the
city of Toronto. It is the largest
municipal electricity distribution
company in Canada and distributes
approximately 19% of the electricity
consumed in the province of Ontario.
Twitter - twitter.com/torontohydro
Facebook
facebook.
c o m / t o r o n t o h y d r o
YouTube - youtube.com/torontohydro
Flickr - flickr.com/torontohydro
LinkedIn
Linkedin.com/
company/toronto-hydro
SOURCE Toronto Hydro Corporation

Wind Energy Part of
Viable Alternative
to Site C, BCUC
Concludes
Falling costs and scalability increase
value of wind energy in this time
of uncertain demand forecasts
OTTAWA, Nov. 1, 2017 /CNW Telbec/
- Jean-François Nolet, vice-president
of policy and communications at the
Canadian Wind Energy Association
(CanWEA) issued this statement
following the release of the Final
Report to the Government of British
Columbia by the British Columbia
Utilities Commission in follow-up
to its Inquiry Respecting Site C.
“The Canadian Wind Energy
Association (CanWEA) is pleased
to see that the British Columbia
Utilities Commission’s (BCUC)
Final Report to the BC Government
released today has concluded that
a mix of alternative energy sources,
like wind energy, can provide similar
benefits to ratepayers as the Site C
hydroelectric project with an equal
or lower Unit Energy Cost. This is
consistent with many analyses that
have concluded that wind energy
is the most-cost-competitive form
of non-greenhouse gas emitting
electricity generation available
today in Canada. Indeed, more wind

energy has been built in Canada
over the last decade than any
other form of electricity generation.
CanWEA notes that the BCUC
also concluded that future growth
in electricity demand will likely be
lower than had been assumed in
the Site C project forecasts. Given
the uncertainty inherent in projecting
future electricity demand growth,
wind energy is well positioned to
reduce risk for ratepayers because
its scalability and relatively short
construction timelines provide
much more flexibility to system
planners seeking to match
future supply to future demand.
CanWEA was also pleased to
see the BCUC recognize that the
variability of wind energy generation
does not pose a major challenge to
B.C. in alternative scenarios to Site C
because B.C. already has substantial
dispatchable hydro capacity in place.”
B a c k g r o u n d
CanWEA and the Clean Energy
Association of B.C (CEABC) teamed
up in 2017 to provide input into the B.C
Utility Commission’s Site C Inquiry.
They commissioned Power Advisory
LLC to conduct an independent
analysis of the costs and benefits of
wind, solar, small hydro and battery
storage in the province, as well as
the relative benefits and risks of
these technologies compared to Site
C. The analysis found wind energy
is a cost-competitive alternative
to large hydro development, and
has additional benefits that lead
to better outcomes for ratepayers.
Power Advisory LLC president
John Dalton summarized the
report’s findings in a technical
presentation made to the inquiry
on behalf of CanWEA and CEABC.
In October 2017, North American
WInd Power published a story
by CanWEA about the wind
energy industry in B.C. – Wind
vs. Hydro: British Columbia
Has A Vital Decision To Make.
A survey of B.C. First Nations
found that 98 per cent want to see
more opportunity to develop clean
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energy projects in the province. Of
the 105 that responded, nearly half
are involved in the clean energy
sector in some way, and 61 per
cent said the biggest barrier they
face is the lack of opportunity
to sell power to B.C. Hydro.
Wind energy by the numbers in B.C.
About
the
Canadian
Wind
Energy
Association
CanWEA is the voice of Canada’s
wind energy industry, actively
promoting the responsible and
sustainable growth of wind energy.
A national non-profit association,
CanWEA serves as Canada’s
leading
source
of
credible
information about wind energy and its
social, economic and environmental
benefits. Join us on Facebook,
follow us on Twitter or LinkedIn.
Learn more at www.canwea.ca.
SOURCE
Canadian
Wind
Energy
Association

Exito and Good
Life Networks
announces
appointment
of new officer
in connection
with the plan of
arrangement
Exito Energy II Inc. (“Exito”) (TSX
Venture: EXI.P) and Good Life
Networks Inc. (“GLN”) announce
the resignation of Konstantin
Lichtenwald as the Chief Financial
Officer (“CFO”) of GLN and the
appointment of Andrew Osis as the
CFO of GLN, effective October 5,
2017. Subject to the approval of the
TSX Venture Exchange (“TSX-V”),
Mr. Osis will be appointed as the
CFO and Corporate Secretary
of the issuer resulting from the
proposed business combination
between Exito and GLN (the
“Resulting Issuer”) instead of Mr.
Lichtenwald. Mr. Lichtenwald will
not be appointed to the board of
directors of the Resulting Issuer.
Mr. Osis’ 20-year career has
included working as an investment
banker and as a Chief Executive
Officer, Chief Financial Officer,
Director and advisor with large and
small companies. Mr. Osis has been
involved in financial and business
transactions with an aggregate
value of more than $25 billion. Mr.
Osis formerly held positions as
Vice President, Global Banking
with RBC Dominion Securities Inc.,
one of Canada’s largest investment
banking firms, as well as positions
with Peters & Company and
Newcrest Capital where he focused
on mergers, acquisitions, and

equity and debt financings. Since
leaving the investment banking
industry, Mr. Osis has served on
numerous boards of directors, and
as Chief Executive Officer and Chief
Financial Officer of public and private
organizations, covering technology,
media and entertainment, energy
and oilfield services, manufacturing,
life sciences, and other sectors.
Cautionary
Statement
Completion of the Proposed
Transaction is subject to a number
of conditions, including but not
limited to final TSX-V acceptance.
There can be no assurance that
the Proposed Transaction will be
completed as proposed or at all.
Investors are cautioned that, except
as disclosed in the management
information circular prepared in
connection with the transaction, any
information released or received
with respect to the Proposed
Transaction may not be accurate or
complete and should not be relied
upon. Trading in the securities
of a capital pool company should
be considered highly speculative.
Neither the TSX-V nor its Regulation
Service Provider (as that term
is defined in the policies of the
TSX-V) accepts responsibility for the
adequacy or accuracy of this release.
Forward
Looking
Statements
Forward-looking statements relate to
future events or future performance
and reflect the expectations or
believes regarding future events of
management of Exito and GLN (the
“Companies”). This information and
these statements, referred to herein
as “forward‐looking statements”, are
not historical facts, are made as of
the date of this news release and
include without limitation, statements
regarding discussions of future
plans, estimates and forecasts and
statements as to management’s
expectations and intentions with
respect to, among other things,
the completion of the Proposed
Transaction. These forward‐looking
statements involve numerous risks
and uncertainties and actual results
might differ materially from results
suggested in any forward-looking
statements. Important factors that
may cause actual results to vary
include without limitation; risks
associated with any delays or
difficulties encountered in respect of
the proposed business combination
transaction between Exito and GLN;
the timing and receipt of certain
approvals; delays in the receipt of
requisite approvals and changes
in general economic conditions or
conditions in the financial markets.
In making the forward‐looking
statements in this news release, the
Companies have applied several

material assumptions, including
without limitation: the receipt of
necessary consents and approvals
and satisfaction of all conditions
precedent for the completion of
the transaction, continuance and
consolidation in a timely manner.
Neither Exito nor GLN assumes any
obligation to update the forwardlooking statements, or to update the
reasons why actual results could
differ from those reflected in the
forward looking-statements, unless
and until required by applicable
securities laws.
Additional
information identifying risks and
uncertainties is contained in
Exito’s filings with the Canadian
securities regulators, which filings
are available at www.sedar.com.
SOURCE Exito Energy II Inc

Mosaic Capital
Completes
Acquisition of
Windsor-Based
Circle 5 Tool & Mold
Mosaic
Capital
Corporation
(“Mosaic”) (TSX-V Symbols: M
and M.DB) is pleased to announce
the acquisition of a 75% interest in
the business being carried on by
Circle 5 Tool & Mold Inc. (“Circle 5”).
Circle 5 is a supplier of molding
solutions to Tier 1 automotive part
manufacturers, offering custom, highprecision molds and tools for plastic
injection production of highly-visible
interior automotive components.
Circle 5’s broad international

customer base produces interior
components for today’s leading
automotive brands including BMW,
Ford, Volkswagen, General Motors,
Toyota, Daimler and Tesla. With an
established track record of over 30
years, Circle 5 is highly regarded
in the industry for its delivery of
quality molds and tools based on
strong customer responsiveness,
innovation and collaboration. Circle
5 operates out of a modern, 50,000sq. ft. manufacturing facility in
Windsor, Ontario. The remaining
25% of Circle 5 is being retained
by its President and primary
operating shareholder, Saylo Lam
(41), a professional mechanical
engineer who has been involved
with the company for over 18 years.
Mosaic’s acquisition cost of $27
million was funded by cash and will
be subject to typical post-closing
adjustments.
Mosaic financed
the transaction with $7 million
from available credit facilities and
$20 million from the issuance
of three year, 7% subordinated
preferred units within a newly
formed limited partnership, which
is 100% controlled by Mosaic.
Saylo Lam, President of Circle
5 stated “Mosaic’s involvement
successfully solved a key ownership
succession issue, which results in
an orderly transition of Circle 5’s
two founding shareholders, one of
whom is my father. We are excited
to move forward with the Mosaic
team, as we collectively pursue a
number of identified organic and
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acquisition growth opportunities.”
Mark Gardhouse, CEO of Mosaic
Capital commented “we are
delighted to welcome Saylo Lam
and his management team at Circle
5 as Mosaic’s newest operating
partner and we look forward to a
long-term relationship.
Circle 5
has an established track record
of strong financial growth and
profitability within a niche market
that has an attractive outlook. This
acquisition illustrates the diversified
growth model we are implementing
and offers a new business platform
for future growth opportunities.”
ABOUT
MOSAIC
CAPITAL
CORPORATION
Mosaic is a Canadian investment
company that owns a portfolio of
established businesses which span
a diverse range of industries and
geographies. Mosaic’s strategy is
to create long-term value for its
shareholders through accretive
acquisitions, long-term portfolio
ownership, sustained cash flows
and organic portfolio growth.
Mosaic achieves its objectives by
maintaining financial discipline,
acquiring businesses at attractive
valuations, performing extensive
acquisition due diligence, utilizing
optimal transaction structuring and
working closely with subsidiary
businesses
after
acquisition.
Neither the TSX Venture Exchange
nor its Regulation Services Provider
(as that term is defined in policies of
the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts
responsibility for the adequacy
or accuracy of this release.

FORWARD-LOOKING
I N F O R M A T I O N :
This news release may contain
forward-looking information and
statements within the meaning of
applicable Canadian securities
laws (herein referred to as
“forward-looking statements”) that
involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties and other factors
that may cause actual results,
performance or achievements to
be materially different from any
future results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied
by such forward-looking statements.
All information and statements in
this news release which are not
statements of historical fact may
be forward-looking statements. The
words “believe”, “expect”, “intend”,
“estimate”, “anticipate”, “project”,
“scheduled”, and similar expressions,
as well as future or conditional verbs
such as “will”, “should”, “would”, and
“could” often identify forward-looking
statements. In particular, forwardlooking statements in this news
release include, but are not limited
to: statements with respect to the
terms of the acquisition by Mosaic
of a 75% interest in the business
carried on by Circle 5 and that
Circle 5 has growth potential. Such
statements or information are only
predictions and reflect the current
beliefs of management with respect
to future events and are based
on information currently available
to management. Actual results
and events may differ materially
from those contemplated by these
forward-looking statements due to
these statements being subject to

a number of risks and uncertainties.
Undue reliance should not be placed
on these forward-looking statements
as there can be no assurance that
the plans, intentions or expectations
upon which they are based will occur.
By their nature forward-looking
statements involve assumptions
and known and unknown risks
and uncertainties, both general
and specific, that contribute to the
possibility that the predictions and
other forward-looking statements will
not occur. Some of the assumptions
made by Mosaic, upon which such
forward-looking statements are
based include, but are not limited
to: the business operations of
Circle 5 will continue on a basis at
least consistent with prior years;
there will be reasonable continuity
of Circle 5’s management team;
and future market conditions for
Circle 5 will not be materially
different than anticipated by Mosaic.
A number of factors could cause
actual results to differ materially
from those expressed or implied
by the forward-looking statements,
including, but not limited to: general
business and economic conditions
in geographic areas where Circle 5
has operations; pricing pressures
and other competitive factors;
third parties failing to honour their
contractual obligations with Circle 5;
procurement and pricing issues with
suppliers; unforeseen cost overruns
on Circle 5’s projects; legislative
or regulatory developments; the
continued availability and cost of
qualified labour; the continued
strength of the industries within which
customers of Circle 5 operate; and
the continued ability to secure new
business. Should any of the risks or
uncertainties facing Mosaic and its
subsidiaries materialize, or should
assumptions underlying the forwardlooking statements prove incorrect,
actual
results,
performance,
activities or achievements could vary
materially from those expressed
or implied by any forward-looking
statements contained in this news
release. Readers are cautioned
that the foregoing list of risks is not
exhaustive. Additional information
on these and other factors that could
affect the operations or financial
results of Mosaic and its subsidiaries
are included in Mosaic’s annual
information form for the year ended
December 31, 2016, a copy of
which is available under Mosaic’s
profile on SEDAR (www.sedar.com).
Although Mosaic believes that
the expectations represented by
any
forward-looking-statements
contained herein are reasonable
based on the information available
to it on the date of this news
release,
management
cannot

assure investors that actual results,
performance or achievements will
be consistent with these forwardlooking statements. Any forwardlooking statements herein contained
are made as of the date of this news
release and Mosaic does not assume
any obligation to update or revise
them to reflect new information,
events
or
circumstances,
except as required by law.
SOURCE Mosaic Capital Corporation

TransAlta
Renewables
Declares Dividends
The Board of Directors of TransAlta
Renewables Inc. (TSX: RNW)
today declared a monthly dividend
of $0.07833 per common share
payable on December 29, 2017,
January 31, 2018, February 28,
2018 and March 29, 2018, to
shareholders of record at the close
of business on December 1, 2017,
January 2, 2018, February 1, 2018
and March 1, 2018, respectively.
About TransAlta Renewables Inc.
TransAlta Renewables is among
the largest of any publicly traded
renewable independent power
producers (“IPP”) in Canada. Our
asset platform and economic
interests are diversified in terms
of geography, generation and
counterparties and consist of
interests in 18 wind facilities, 13
hydroelectric facilities, eight natural
gas generation facilities (including
South Hedland) and one natural
gas pipeline, representing an
ownership interest of 2,441 MW of
net generating capacity, located in
the provinces of British Columbia,
Alberta, Ontario, Québec, New
Brunswick, the State of Wyoming
and the State of Western Australia.
Our objectives are to (i) provide
stable, consistent returns for
investors through the ownership of,
and investment in, highly contracted
renewable and natural gas power
generation and other infrastructure
assets that provide stable cash
flow primarily through long-term
contracts with strong counterparties;
(ii) pursue and capitalize on
strategic growth opportunities in the
renewable and natural gas power
generation and other infrastructure
sectors; (iii) maintain diversity in
terms of geography, generation and
counterparties; and (iv) pay out 80
to 85 per cent of cash available for
distribution to the shareholders of
the Company on an annual basis.
Note:
All
financial
figures
are
in
Canadian
dollars
unless
noted
otherwise.
SOURCE TransAlta Renewables Inc.
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